Below are the updates for the activity at MAWC drilling sites for the week of June 29th..................

*DeArmitt Pad - #1A – Well is shut in, waiting on pipeline. #1B – Well is TIL. #1C – Well is TIL.

*Hutchinson Pad – All wells are drilled to TD. Currently moving horizontal rig to the Aikens pad. Waiting on frac.

*Aikens Pad – All top holes complete. Waiting for horizontal rig.

*Mamont Compressor Site - Welding and pipe fitting is 90% complete on Dehy unit pad. Preparing pipe for hydrostatic pressure test. Construction on the control building is 15% complete. Construction and installation of tank farm is 70% complete. No accidents or injuries.

*Pipeline Activities as follows - Approval of the Joint Permit was received Monday, June 20. Emats has completed 2 of the 7 stream crossings left to do, and they have 2 full crews working on stream crossings as well as an environmental crew. Two other Emats crews are welding pipe for the 2 horizontal bores, and Straight to the Point HDD Boring started boring at the Fox Run stream crossing today. Another Straight to the Point crew will start boring the 2nd HDD stream crossing Tuesday, July 5th.

Contractor Alex Paris moved in June 21, and laid 700 feet of 8" plastic waterline out of 6,000 total feet. They also started bending 10" steel pipeline and plan to install Stream Crossing 4 next week. They started welding today.

Land Clearing Specialists finished clearing the M&R site, and 3 of 4 stream crossings. They will finish with all clearing next week.

20 new workers have been safety trained for the pipeline since June 20.